


















































Fig. 3. Shortest path search: branch pruning vs. A∗.
algorithm where some nodes on the edge are discarded from the scan eligible node list after proving to be
located out of the assumed feasible solution area, as shown in Fig. 3. Consequently, the branch pruning
algorithm maintains a smaller scan eligible node set as compared to the A∗ algorithm and is expected to
be computationally faster.
The performance of the A∗ algorithm in Euclidean networks has been well documented. Golden et al.
[31] empirically found that the A∗ algorithm expands less than about 10% of the nodes that would be
expanded by a LS algorithm. Sedgewick et al. [32] proved that the A∗ finds the shortest path in many
Euclidean graphs with an average computation effort O(n), compared to O(n log n) required by the LS
algorithm. More recently, Nicosia et al. [33] proved a general approximation property of A∗ which allows
a solution being found with a given approximation ratio: if the heuristic function e(i) is not itself a lower
bound, but there exists k > 1 such that e/k is a lower bound, then the solution returned by A∗ is less than
or equal to k-times the value of an optimal solution.
The actual performance of the A∗ algorithm in a transportation network depends primarily on the
quality of the heuristic function F(i) or e(i,d) used. Similar to the branch pruning method, e(i,d) can also
be estimated by Eq. (2). When the travel distance is estimated by using Euclidean distance, the average
speed (V) becomes the only controllable parameter in this algorithm. In order to ensure that e(i,d) is
admissible or a lower bound estimate, an upper bound average speed should be used. However, it should
be noted that the higher the average speed used, the larger the search area will be, and thus the more








velocitya velocity equation of arc a by least squares linear regression of
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3. Implementation
In order to validate the suggested model, we developed a path-
planning simulator with C#, and it includes a UI module and optimiza-
tion module in the ice navigation system. The path planning simulator
imports the statistics generated through the ensemble simulation by
the ice model, and the simulator organizes the time-varying stochastic
domain. For the user requirement input, a convenient user interface is
provided, so that a user can easily input or modify the initial conditions
for the path planning simulation. The list of user requirement inputs is
described in Table 4.
The user can also set additional uncertainties in certain areas for cer-
tain periods to reﬂect the icemodel's uncertainty. In our simulation, we
set the additional uncertainties up to 46%, which is from Alexandrov
et al. (2010), in random areas for arbitrary periods. After all require-
ments are set up for the path planning simulation, the simulator ﬁnds
an optimal path under the given conditions. The found route and ship's
Fig. 5. Example of statistics from ensemble simulation.
Fig. 6. Arctic Sea Ice Extent graph in 2011. From September to November, the ice extent in the Arctic dramatically changed. The chart is from IARC-JAXA information system (IJIS) updated
by Dec 9, 2013.
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Case 2 :  
Distance + Time + Safety 
Case 1 :  
Distance + Time 
Distacne(+(Time ( Distance(+(Time(+(Safety 
5.70(Å 計算時間 5.66(Å 
4577.743(km 航行距離 4903.7165(km 
220.277(ć 航行時間の期待値 225.318(ć 
3.561(ć 航行時間の標準偏差 0.867(ć 
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Case 1 :  
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Distacne(+(Time ( Distance(+(Time(+(Safety 
5.89(Å 計算時間 5.90(Å 
5052.658(km 航行距離 5081.557(km 
243.319(ć 航行時間の期待値 245.246(ć 
12.937(ć 航行時間の標準偏差 2.227(ć 
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